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Introduction
Welcome to another inspiring edition of the CERI &
KRISP Newsletter. This month the global impact of
our work is once again in the spotlight. Testament
to this are the numerous awards, publications and
international recognition that the team continues
to receive.

Professor Tulio de Oliveira travelled with Dr
Sikhulile Moyo to Germany to receive the German-
Africa Prize for their contributions to science during
the pandemic. They also used their visit as an
opportunity to advocate for a united global health
response, calling for transparent, unbiased and
collaborative knowledge sharing between the
global north and south.

Dr. Yeshnee Naidoo represented CERI and KRISP at
the UNISA Calabash Award Ceremony where we
were awarded the Outstanding Educator Award for
our Genomics Africa Fellowship program. Dr.
Naidoo received the award from UNISA’s
chancellor, former President Thabo Mbeki in
Pretoria.

We are advertising seven Postdoctoral Fellowships
to join our exciting teams in 2023.

Highlights
German Africa Prize: Chancellor Scholz Praises
African Science

Calabash Award: Outstanding Educator Award for 
our Genomics Africa Fellowship program

New York Times: Changing a discriminatory 
nomenclature system: Monkeypox has a new 
name: Mpox

Publication: Global disparities in SARS-CoV-2 
genomic surveillance. 

Publication: Global Expansion of SARS-CoV-2 
Variants of Concern: Dispersal Patterns and 
Influence of Air Travel

Service: Next Generation Sequencing (NGS)
expanded collaborative service at KRISP and CERI

Post-Doc Fellowships: Population, biological and
ecological aspects of pathogens in the context of
the South African, African and Global epidemics.
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NEWS: Chancellor Scholz Praises African Science 

progressive Northern Hemisphere and an allegedly 
poverty-stricken, destitute and underachieving 
South," he said.

Scholz stressed, however, that Moyo and de 
Oliveira had made it "obvious that Africa is not an 
underachiever.“

"For many years now, there's actually been 
outstanding research across Africa," Scholz said, 
adding that this was also a major gain for Europe. 
"No two other continents are as entwined with 
each other in such a close and historically fateful 
way as Europe and Africa.“

Scholz acknowledged that colonialism had left deep 
scars in the minds of Europeans as well. This, he 
said, was evident "to some extent in the lack of 
awareness, and to another extent, in the 
disgracefully conscious ignorance" about Africa.

"In my view, the right way to deal with this legacy 
can only lie in approaching our closest neighboring 
continent in a much more nuanced way than before 
and with much more curiosity, respect and genuine 
interest."

Link to full article:

https://www.dw.com/en/german-chancellor-olaf-
scholz-praises-african-science/a-63899887
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German Chancellor, Olaf Scholz, has praised the 
work of virologist Sikhulile Moyo and bioinformatics 
scientist Tulio de Oliveira. The COVID-19 researchers 
are the 2022 recipients of the German Africa Prize.

Chancellor Olaf Scholz said Sikhulile Moyo and Tulio 
de Oliveira were "highly deserving recipients” of the 
German Africa Prize, for which DW acts as media 
partner. It was on account of their work that the 
entire world responded to the infamous variant of 
SARS-CoV-2 so quickly, he stressed.

During the German Africa Prize ceremony in Berlin on 
November 25, Scholz acknowledged the fact that 
Moyo and de Oliveira had "contributed significantly to 
gaining a better understanding of the dynamics of the 
pandemic.“  "Human lives were saved this 
way," Scholz said, adding that the scientist duo were 
"representatives of the highly educated research 
community working" across borders in Africa. 

Scholz: Distorted views on Africa

But the Chancellor also admitted that when the 
Omicron variant emerged, the global response to this 
scientific discovery coming from Africa was 
overshadowed by prejudice and bias about the 
continent as a whole.  "[Our] view [on Africa] is often 
shaped exclusively by old and outdated patterns of 
thinking, based on the mental compartmentation of 
the world into a rich and a supposedly ever more
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Former President Thabo Mbeki has praised the
educational work of CERI and KRISP by awarding
them with the 2022 Calabash Award for
Outstanding Educator in Africa.

The Unisa Chancellor, Dr Thabo Mbeki, on Friday,
25 November 2022, presented various
acknowledgement awards to some outstanding
South Africans and Unisa Alumni for their
contribution towards the overall development of
society. These are persons and organisations who
have contributed significantly to shaping futures in
the service of humanity.

The 2022 Chancellor’s Calabash Awards took place
at the Houghton Hotel in Pretoria.

Centre or Epidemic Response and Innovation (CERI)
and KwaZulu-Natal Research Innovation and
Sequencing Platform (KRISP), academic and
research entities that seeks to strengthen Africa’s
capacity and response to its own epidemics and
pandemics received the Outstanding Educator
Award acknowledges the significant contributions
of these organisations to capacity building over the
last 3 years. This was part of our Genomics Africa
Fellowship program that trained 253 African fellows
from 39 countries on advanced genomics
surveillance.
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Dr Yeshnee Naidoo travelled to Gauteng to receive 
the award from former President Thabo Mbeki

NEWS: UNISA’s Calabash Outstanding Educator Award 2022
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NEWS: Monkey Pox has a New Name: Mpox

An open letter by Dr. de Oliveira and two dozen other 
African scientists warned that the failure to find less 
problematic nomenclature would hamstring efforts to 
contain the disease.

Critics also took aim at media coverage of the 
outbreak, noting that some Western outlets had 
initially selected photos of lesion-pocked Africans to 
illustrate an outbreak that was almost entirely 
affecting white men.

Before this year’s outbreak, human-to-human 
transmission in Africa was relatively uncommon, with 
most infections occurring in rural areas among people 
who had direct contact with wild animals. The disease 
can cause high fevers, painful rashes and lesions, but is 
seldom fatal.

“In the context of the current global outbreak, 
continued reference to and nomenclature of this virus 
being African is not only inaccurate but is also 
discriminatory and stigmatizing,” the letter said.
The word monkeypox will not disappear entirely. It will 
remain searchable in the International Classification of 
Diseases, allowing access to historical information 
about the disease, the W.H.O. said.

Link to full article:
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/11/28/health/monkeyp
ox-mpox-who.html
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Monkeypox was always a bit of a misnomer, because 
monkeys have almost nothing to do with the disease 
and its transmission. (Rats are the most likely animal 
reservoir for the virus.)

The name was inspired by a colony of caged lab 
monkeys in Denmark, where the virus was first 
identified by researchers more than a half-century 
ago. Since 2015, the W.H.O. has promoted new 
criteria for naming infectious diseases.

According to the recommendations, names should 
aim to reduce unnecessary negative impact on travel, 
tourism or animal welfare, and “avoid causing offense 
to any cultural, social, national, regional, professional 
or ethnic groups.”

Critics said monkeypox reinforced ugly Western 
stereotypes about Africa as a reservoir of pestilence 
and sexually transmitted pathogens. Some critics said 
it also played into racist stereotypes, deeply rooted in 
American culture, that compare Black people to 
primates.

“Names matter, and so does scientific accuracy, 
especially for pathogens and epidemics that we are 
trying to control,” Tulio de Oliveira, a bioinformatician 
at Stellenbosch University in South Africa, said last 
summer as researchers campaigned for the W.H.O. to 
adopt a new name.

By Andrew Jacobs, New York Times, 28th November 2022
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PUBLICATION: Global disparities in SARS-CoV-2 genomic surveillance

Socioeconomic inequalities undermine the global 
pandemic preparedness, and efforts must be made to 
support low- and middle-income countries improve 
their local sequencing capacity.

More than 2 years into the COVID-19 pandemic, many 
countries continue to face large epidemics of SARS-
CoV-2 infections, mostly driven by the emergence and 
spread of novel viral variants, and unequal access to 
vaccines, especially earlier in the pandemic. Genomic 
surveillance has been critical to study many rapidly 
evolving pathogens, and has been employed to 
investigate SARS-CoV-2 evolution and spread, to 
design and optimize diagnostic tools and vaccines, 
and to rapidly identify and assess viral lineages with 
altered epidemiological characteristics.

Link to publication:
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-022-33713-
y
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Genomic sequencing is essential to track the evolution 
and spread of SARS-CoV-2, optimize molecular tests, 
treatments, vaccines, and guide public health 
responses. 

To investigate the global SARS-CoV-2 genomic 
surveillance, we used sequences shared via GISAID to 
estimate the impact of sequencing intensity and 
turnaround times on variant detection in 189 countries. 
In the first two years of the pandemic, 78% of high-
income countries sequenced >0.5% of their COVID-19 
cases, while 42% of low- and middle-income countries 
reached that mark. 

Around 25% of the genomes from high income 
countries were submitted within 21 days, a pattern 
observed in 5% of the genomes from low- and middle-
income countries. We found that sequencing around 
0.5% of the cases, with a turnaround time <21 days, 
could provide a benchmark for SARS-CoV-2 genomic 
surveillance (Fig 1). 

Nature Communications, 2022
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Fig 1: Genomic sequencing intensity and timeliness 

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-022-33713-y


PUBLICATION: Advancing Science Capacity in Africa
Lancet Infectious Diseases, 2022
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PUBLICATION: Global Expansion of SARS-CoV-2 Variants of Concern: 
Dispersal Patterns and Influence of Air Travel 

We demonstrate a declining role of presumed origin 
countries of VOCs to their global dispersal: we estimate 
that India contributed <15% of all global exports of 
Delta and South Africa <1-2% of all global Omicron 
exports globally. More than 80 countries had received 
introductions of Omicron BA.1 100 days after its 
inferred date of emergence, compared to just over 25 
countries for the Alpha variant. 

This increased speed of global dissemination was 
associated with a rebound in air travel volume prior to 
Omicron emergence in addition to the higher 
transmissibility of Omicron relative to Alpha. Our study 
highlights the importance of global and regional hubs in 
VOC dispersal, and the speed at which highly 
transmissible variants disseminate through these hubs, 
even before their detection and characterization 
through genomic surveillance.  

Link to publication:
https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2022.11.22.
22282629v1.full.pdf
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In many regions of the world, the Alpha, Beta and 
Gamma SARS-CoV-2 Variants of Concern (VOCs) co-
circulated during 2020-21 and fueled waves of 
infections. During 2021, these variants were almost 
completely displaced by the Delta variant, causing a 
third wave of infections worldwide. 

This phenomenon of global viral lineage displacement 
was observed again in late 2021, when the Omicron 
variant disseminated globally. In this study, we use 
phylogenetic and phylogeographic methods to 
reconstruct the dispersal patterns of SARS-CoV-2 VOCs 
worldwide. 

We find that the source-sink dynamics of SARS-CoV-2 
varied substantially by VOC, and identify countries that 
acted as global hubs of variant dissemination, while 
other countries became regional contributors to the 
export of specific variants (Fig 1). 

medRxiv, Preprint - 28th November 2022
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Fig 1: Spatiotemporal dispersal patterns of VOCs. 

https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2022.11.22.22282629v1.full.pdf
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Seven (7) post-doctoral 
fellowships

Positions to be paid by grants at CERI, 
Stellenbosch Univ but can be taken in Durban, 
Cape Town, Stellenbosch or remotely. Fellows 
to work in close collaboration and spend time 
with American (Univ of Washington and 
FioCruz Foundation) and European Partners 
(Oxford, Heidelberg and Univ of Lisbon).

Potential areas of study include 
population, biological and ecological 
aspects of pathogens in the context of 
the South African, African and Global 
epidemics. Start date is open to suit 
candidate needs, deadline for 
applications: 31 January 2023.

Please email Dr. Cheryl Baxter (CERI’s
head of scientific support) at email:
baxterc@sun.ac.za for further information.
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CERI & KRISP Papers

The evolving SARS-CoV-2 epidemic in Africa: Insights from rapidly expanding genomic 
surveillance
Tegally H, San JE, Cotten M, Moir M, Tegomoh B, Mboowa G, Martin DP, Baxter C, …  More 300 
African authors … Tebeje YK, Tessema SK, de Oliveira T, Happi C, Lessells R, Nkengasong J, 
Wilkinson E.. Science. 2022 Sep 15:eabq5358. doi: 10.1126/science.abq5358. 

Ethics and governance challenges related to genomic data sharing in southern Africa: the case 
of SARS-CoV-2
Moodley K, Cengiz N, Domingo A, Nair G, Obasa AE, Lessells RJ, de Oliveira T. Lancet Global 
Health, DOI:https://doi.org/10.1016/S2214-109X(22)00417-X

Antiretroviral therapy adherence patterns, virological suppression, and emergence of drug 
resistance: A nested case-control study from Uganda and South Africa.
Tyagi A, Tong Y, Rabideau DJ, Reynolds Z, De Oliveira T, Lessells R, Amanyire G, Orrell C, Asiimwe 
S, Chimukangara B, Giandhari J, Pillay S, Haberer JE, Siedner MJ; META Study Investigators.  
Antivir Ther. 2022 Oct;27(5):13596535221114822. doi: 10.1177/13596535221114822. PMID: 
36263960.

Molecular Epidemiology and Trends in HIV-1 Transmitted Drug Resistance in Mozambique 
1999-2018. 
Ismael N, Wilkinson E, Mahumane I, Gemusse H, Giandhari J, Bauhofer A, Vubil A, Mambo P, 
Singh L, Mabunda N, Bila D, Engelbrecht S, Gudo E, Lessells R, de Oliveira T. Viruses. 2022 Sep 
9;14(9):1992. doi: 10.3390/v14091992. 

Funded by:

For more information please contact:

Prof Tulio de Oliveira, CERI at Stellenbosch University and KRISP, Nelson R 
Mandela School of Medicine, University of KwaZulu-Natal, Durban, South Africa.

E-mail : tulio@sun.ac.za & deoliveira@ukzn.ac.za.
Websites: www.ceri.org.za & www.krisp.org.za

Disclaimer: CERI at SU and KRISP at UKZN wishes to express its gratitude to the following funders for their generous
support for the production of this report: The Rockefeller Foundation, the Technology Innovation Agency (TIA) of the
Department of Science and Innovation (DSI), DIPLOMICS, a Research Infrastructures of the DSI, the South African Medical
Research Council (SAMRC), European Commission (EC) and the National Institute of Health. The newsletter is published as
open access under a Creative Commons ShareAlike 30 Unported license (http://creativecommonsorg/licenses/by-sa/30/)
and is available in printed format as well as electronically as PDF, Web-format, etc The contents of this report and the
opinions expressed herein are solely the responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily represent the official views
or policies of any of the funders.
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